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Part I - Summary
1.0 This report will summarize and bring up-to-date the reporting on
this contract for the period from 1 July 1977 through 9 November
1977. The following information, as applicable, is included:
Contract Changes, Schedules, and Technical Performance.
Part II - Contract
2.0 Contract Changes - There have been no contract changes during the
reporting period. There is, however, a Contract Change Proposal,
initiated at the end of the reporting period, which is subject to
NASA review and approval.
Part III - Schedules
3.0	 The latest revision to the schedule was submitted with the August
monthly report.	 The schedule is, however, subject to review and
revision depending on the final selection of the type of system to
be installed in the demonstration sites, whether desiccant or heat
pump.	 A new schedule will he prepared upon finalization of this
decision.	 A proposed change of scheduled program milestones
(Para. 2.0 of SHC 3014) will be submitted with the Change Proposal
e identified in Part II above.
#. Part IV - Technical Performance
F 4.0	 The technical performance under this Contract is reported under
s separate headings as follows:
(4.1) - Desiccant System - Solaron Engineering Design.
(4.2) - Desiccant Systems - University of Wisconsin Sub-
contract.
(4.3) - Heat Pump Systems - Carrier Subcontract.
(4.4) - Installation Planning - Akron House.
The content is essentially a composite and summary of the technical
performance as reported in the July through October 1977 monthly
reports, but in addition to this it brings the technical status of
the contract up to date through the Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
4 which was held at Solaron, Denver on 9 November 1977.
a
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4.1 Desiccant System - Solaron Engineering Design
4.1.1 It had beendetermined prior to this reporting period that the
Recirculation Cycle, Option 1 was the optimum cycle for the Akron
Site, considering both the cycle efficiency and the capital cost
investment. Subsequent to this decision, the Wisconsin computer
simulation was fine tuned for the specific system. This is reported
in more detail in para. 4.2.
4.1.2 A Technical/Quarterly Review Meeting was held at Solaron, Denver
on 30 August 1977, with Messrs. Mitchell Cash and Bill Richardson
representing NASA, and Dr. George Lof and Messrs. Les Shaw, John
Meeker, Rod Oonk and Don Bloomquist representing Solaron. Solaron
reviewed the entire program up-to-date, and discussion followed
relative to the program schedule and plans for testing.
Solaron agreed to the following:
1. To generate a test plan.
2. To revise the schedule based on an "installation complete"
date in the last half of May 1978, and PDR based on the test
plan.
3. Up-dated heat pump data to be included in the monthly report
for August.
4. A psychrometric presentation of desiccant system performance
when operating at "off-peak" conditions.
5. A planned funding curve for the balance of the Contract.
These items were all completed and conveyed to NASA. The Test Plan
is included with this report as Attachment I. The PDR was sched-
uled and held on 11/9/77. The data package for the PDR, sent to
NASA prior to the meeting, was entitled "Comparisons of Proposed
Solaron - Heat Pump and Solaron - Desiccant Heating and Cooling
Systems", and is included with this report as Attachment II.
4.1.3 In early August Solaron attended the ERDA Contractors Meeting
in Reston, Virginia, and made a presentation of Solaron's work in
the development of a Solar/Desiccant Heating and Cooling System.
The handouts prepared for this meeting are included with this re-
port as Attachment III.
2
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4.1.4 It was originally planned to do the sub-scale and prototype
desiccant system testing in the Solaron laboratory in Denver. To
implement the laboratory facilities for this purpose it was neces-
sary to install a fresh air supply and exhaust system. This instal-
lation was completed in July. It was later decided, however, that
Bry-Air Inc., Sunbury, Ohio had better facilities and capability
for doing this work, and could accomplish it at a lower cost to the
program.
Solaron prepared a Test , Plan in September to cover both sub-scale
and prototype system testing. This was sent to Bry-Air with copy
to NASA, and, as previously stated, is included with this report as
Attachment I.
Prior to this, Solaron had issued Purchase Order No. 1984 to Bry-
Air for sub-scale testing of the Model A20A dehumidifier unit
purchased for the Akron Site. This testing was scheduled for
completion by 10 October 1977. The actual completion date was
2 November and results were received by Solaron, 8 November 1977.
Evaluation of these test results will be covered in subsequent
reporting.
The tentative decision made at PDR 11/9/77 to use the Heat Pump
system in both of the demonstration sites throws a new light on the
additional testing to be done on the Desiccant system. NASA did,
however, express an interest in completing the test program to com-
pare the actual hardware test results with the computer simulations.
Solaron stands ready to implement any further desiccant system
testing that NASA desires.
4.2 Desiccant Systems - University of Wisconsin Subcontract.
4.2.1 Based on results of the University of Wisconsin computer simula-
tions which were reported-under the title "Simulation of four Open
Cycle Desiccant Cooling Systems" it was decided at the Technical
Review/Quarterly Review Meeting (TR/QRM) held at Solaron, Denver on
27 June 1977, that the optimum system cycle for the Akron, Ohio
site was the Recirculation Cycle, Option 1. This report is in-
cluded as the Appendix to Attachment II of this report.
As a result of this decision Solaron instructed the University of
•	 Wisconsin to simulate the recirculation cycle desiccant system for
the model house in New York for one entire year. In this simula-
tion heat exchanger, evaporative cooler and desiccant wheel effi-
ciencies were input to be the same as those available from the
equipment planned for the Akron house. The resulting data was used
`-	 to compare with the simulation data from Carrier on the Solaron
t	 heat pump systems combinations. Comparisons were made on total
electrical energy consumed by both systems, including fan power and
auxiliary heating power for the heating portion of the system, the
couiing portion and the total consumed for heating, cooling and hot
water.
3
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4.2.2 During August the University of Wisconsin refined the modeling of
the recirculation cycle to include fan power consumption and
slightly lower heat exchanger performances, before running the
whole year simulation of the recirculation desiccant system. The
time span to complete the runs and report results was estimated to
be '6 to 8 weeks.
4.2.3 In October Solaron received a complete set of New York based
simulations of the recirculation desiccant systems at sensible heat
exchanger effectivities of 85 and 90 percent. The simulations also
included monitoring of the run time of the air conditioning blowers
in order to evaluate the amount of parasytic power consumed by the
system. These simulation data were then compared to the simulation
data generated by Carrier in order to access the energy savings of
the two systems. The results of these simulations are presented in
Attachment II to this report, along with comparisons to Heat Pump
simulations.
4.3 Heat Pump Systems - Carrier Subcontract.
4.3.1 In July, Carrier worked out the modelling errors in the heat pump
simulation programs and estimated that results of the runs could be
reported within a few weeks.
4.3.2 Results of the simulations were. in fact, received by Solaron in
August. The simulations included runs of the three basic system
combinations of Solaron's heating system and the Carrier heat pump.
Schematics of the three systems, the parallel system, the dual
source system, and the off-peak system are given in Figures 1,
2 and 3, respectively. A modeling error was discovered in the off-
peak system simulations, so consequently these simulations had to
be rerun. Data on the parallel and the dual source system are
believed to be valid.
Work continued to correct the modelling of the Solaron/Carrier heat
pump systems using the "off-peak" system with storage for cooling.
It was also decided to run a second set of "dual source" system
simulations using a lower pebble bed temperature limit of 2 C.
This simulation run allowed the pebble bed temperature to drop as
low as 2 C before the heat pump switched to all outdoor air as a
heat source. (In the 8revious simulations the lowest bed tempera-
ture was limited to 15 C.)
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Figure 3 - Off-peak cooling system schematic.
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4.3.3 Final simulation results were all received by Solaron in October.
A complete analysis of these, along with comparisons to Desiccant
system simulations, is presented in Attachment II under the title:
"Comparisons of Proposed Solaron - Heat Pump and Solaron - Desiccant
Heating and Cooling Systems".
4.4 Installation Planning - Akron House.
4.4.1 An installation planning meeting was held on 20 July 1977 in
Akron, Ohio. Attendees representing the various concerned organi-
zations were as follows:
R.W, Eisman
Russell F. Barbitta
Mitchell Cash
Ralph W. Murphy
Les Shaw
John Meeker
Rodney Oonk
Akron Metropolitan Housing Authority
Architect - Barbitta/James & Assoc.
NASA
NASA
Solaron
Solaron
Solaron
At this meeting Solaron presented its background in solar space and
hot water heating, installation procedures, and the Solaron Applica
-tion Eng^ineeer^rin Manual. The design and function of the Solar/
Des'^ccanthea i coo ng system to be installed in the , Akron house
were also discussed.
All design and construction details are based on the information
contained in the Akron House Data Sheet included with this report
as Attachment IV.
4.4.2 During the month of August Solaron prepared preliminary layout
drawings of the equipment to be installed in the first demonstra-
tion house in Akron, Ohio. The major equipment components are as
follows:
(1) Bry-Air desiccant dryer, Model A-20-A as built by Bry-Air,
Inc., Sunbury. Ohio.
(1) Temp-X air-to-air plate type heat exchanger, Model A-28-10 as
manufactured by Allied Air Products Co., Inc., Newberg,
Oregon.
(2) Evaporative Coolers, Model 15 "CC" with Munters Cellulose
Media as manufactured by Mountain States Equipment Company,
Denver, Colorado.
(28) Solaron Collectors, Model 2001 as supplied by Solaron Corp.,
Denver, Colorado. (Total of 546 ft. Z collector area).
8
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(1) Rock Box heat storage unit to be built on site as designed and
specified by Solaron Corporation.
(1) Air handling unit Model AU-400 - Solaron.
(1) Integrated Control system to control the combined heating and
cooling systems in all modes of operation - Solaron.
The sequence of processes in the cooling cycle selected for the
Akron site (Recirculation Cycle, Option 1), starting with return
air from the house, are as follows:
(Refer to Figures 4 and 5 attached as extracted from Attach-
ment III.)
First, the air drawn from the house (state 6) is passed
through the process drying side of the desiccant dryer (in
this case a rotating bed of silica gel which is divided into
two quadrants (a) process drying and (b) regeneration). In
this process moisture is removed from the air-by adsorption in
the desiccant which simultaneously releases heat to the air
stream and results in an increase in the temperature of the
air. The enthalpy of the leaving air is also increased.
Air at state (7) is delivered to the hot air side of a plate
type air-to-air heat exchanger in which heat is transferred
from therocess air stream (7)-(8) to the regeneration air
stream (2)-(3). The air streams are counterflow.
Air at state (8) is delivered to an evaporative cooler which
cools and simultaneously humidifies the air along a constant
wet bulb line from state (8) to (9). (9) is the state of the
air that must be delivered to the house to maintain desi n
conditions of temperature and humidity in the house. (9 -(6)
is the room line. The slope of this line is determined by the
sensible heat ratio which, for design purposes, is taken as
Total Heat = 1.3 X Sensible Heat (Ref. ASHRAE Handbook of
Fundamentals, 1972, Chapter 22, Part III, Page 442). Then
Latent Heat a Total Heat - Sensible Heat. The length of this
line determines the mass flow of air required to carry the
load. Thus at (6), the design state for the house, the process
air cycle is completed.
To enable the cycle to operate
desiccant must be regenerated.
air stream using 100% outside
 on a continuous basis, the
This is done with a separate
ambient air.
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The ambient air is first cooled and simultaneously humidified from
state (1) to (2) using an evaporative cooler similar to the one
used for process (8) to (9). This is done to provide a heat sink
in the air-to-air heat exchanger for the process air at state (7)
and simultaneously to absorb the heat in the regeneration air where
it is needed. Design for the Akron site uses a heat exchanger
having 85% efficiency. Higher efficiency would be beneficial to
overall cycle efficiency, but the sharply rising cost beyond 85%
efficiency becomes a controlling factor.
Air at state (3) is then delivered to the solar heating system
where it receives additional heat to increase its temperature to
that required for regeneration of the desiccant wheel. An auxil-
iary heater is provided in series to make up any deficiency in
temperature left by'the solar system.
For this particular system design for the Akron site, it is antici-
pated that 85 to 90% of the annual summer cooling load would be
carried by solar with the remaining 10 to 15% picked up by auxiliary
heat. (The system is designed for 65% of the annual winter heating
load to be carried by solar). The required entering air state for
regeneration of the desiccant wheel is state (4).
The regeneration process is accomplished from state (4) to (5).
This completes the regeneration cycle, and the air at state (5) is
discharged to atmosphere.
4.4.3 During September the mechanical room layout was refined to
streamline the ducting to minimize pressure drop and make the most
efficient use of the space available. Design of the house heating/
cooling distribution system proceeded along with integration of the
solar heating and solar/desiccant cooling systems. The design
effort was coordinated with the project architect, Barbitta, James
& Associates.
4.4.4 In October the mechanical room layout and details were finalized
and trimmed with the emphasis on economics and efficiencies.
Design was also completed on the house supply/return ducting and on
the supply/return ducting in the attic for the Collectors on the
roof. All further work on the desiccant system installation for
Akron was terminated on 11/9/71 based on the decision made at the
Preliminary Design Review Meeting, same date, that a Heat Pump sys-
tem would be installed at the Akron site. These drawings will be
held in the present state of development pending a possible reactiva-
ti-on of the desiccant system development. As a matter of record
for this report, these drawings, D 1000 - House Plans & Elevation,
D 1001 - Mechanical Room Plan, Sections & System Schematic, D 1002 -
Heat Storage System (Rock Box) are included as Attachment V.
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lATTACHMENTS
I. Test Plan for NASA Contract NAS8-32249.
II. Comparisons of Proposed Solaron - Heat Pump and Solaron - Desiccant
Heating & Cooling Systems. (With Appendix).
f	
.
III. Handouts for ERDA Contractors Meeting - August 8-10, 1977.
IV. Akron House Data Sheet.
V. Akron House Installation Drawings.
D-1000 - Solar Collector Installation and Details.
D-1001 - Mechanical Room Layout - Plan, Sections, Schematic
and Sequence of Operations.
D-1002 - Heat Storage Unit (Rock Box).
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TEST PLAN FOR NASA CONTRACT NAS8-32249
System testing of the Solaron desiccant air-conditioning system will be
arranged to yield a maximum amount of information on the operation of
individual system components. Input and output air stream conditions as
well as water and electrical power inputs will be measured for all
system components. The system test schematic will be the standard
recirculation cycle Option 1 schematic modified to the extent that the
auxiliary heater supplies all heat energy to the system.
For Sub-scale testing all components will be tested in series with each
other so that upstream components can serve to provide proper inlet
conditions to subsequent components.
In addition to the standard system components a "house load simulator
box" will be required to complete the psychrometric cycle, this "box" is
to be designed and provided by Bry-Air, subject to approval by Solaron:
Measurement of inlet and outlet conditions of the air will be required
for each of the system components. The space and ducting between com-
ponents will be adequate to provide for good mixing so that accurate
measurements of the average air condition can be recorded.
Several sets of conditions must be run to determine performance at
"design" and "off-design" loads, to determine system COP'S under vari-
able operating conditions, and to determine the ability of the system to
maintain desirable, or at least acceptable, conditions in the house. It
is also desirable to know the maximum load conditions beyond which the
system can no longer maintain acceptable house conditions. These sets
of test conditions are described as follows:
Set A - Outdoor summer ambient: 870FDB, 730FWB
(Akron, Ohio 212% Summer Design).
Inside Thermostat: 750FDB,
Inside RH:50%
House load: Sensible: 16,615 Btuh,
latent: 4,985 Btuh,
Total: 21,600 Btuh,
Set B - Ambient: 810FDB, 69oFWB,
Inside: 750FWB, 50% RH
House load: Sens: 8,308 Btuh,
lat: 2,493 Btuh
Total: 10,800 Btuh.
(Note: This set is equivalent to 50% of design load on the
house.)
15
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Set C - Ambient: 780FDB, 67oFWB
Inside: 750FDB, 50% RH
House load: Sens: 4,154 Btuh
latent: 1,246 Btuh
Total: 5,400 Stuh
(Note: This load it equivalent to 25% of design load on the
house.)
Set D - Ambient: 890FDB, 750FWB
(Akron 15 Outside Sumner design)
Inside: 75oFDB, 505RH (or measure the house conditions
maintained if the system cannot maintain the load
at design conditions.)
House load: Sens: 19,390 Btuh
latent: 5,817 Btuh.
Total: 25,207 Btuh
(Note: This load is equivalent to 116.71 of design load on
the house.)
Set E - Ambient: 910FDB, 780FWB
(Atlantic City, N.J. 15 outsi , '.- summer design.)
Inside: 750FDB, 507 RH (or mr:^ure the house conditions
maintained if the system cannot maintain the load
at design conditons.)
House load: Sens: 22,148 Btuh
latent: 6,645 Btuh
Total: 28,793 Btuh
(Note: This load is equivalent to 133.35 of design load
on the house.)
Set F - Ambient: 960FDB, 81oFWB
(Assumed worst case Southeastern U.S.)
Inside: 750FDB, 50%RH (or measure the house conditions if
the system cannot maintain the load at design
conditions.)
House load: Sens: 29,076 Btuh
latent: 8,724 Btuh
Total: 27,800 Btuh
(Note: This load is equivalent to 1755 of design load on the
house.)
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iThe above sets of test to be run (A through F) are summarized for con-
venience in tabular form attached at Table I.
Since this is a "first-of-a-kind" system and is to be used in a National
demonstration program, it is desirable that recorded measurements be as
P	 - accurate and meaningful as possible consistent with economic and schedule
realities.
To meet our contract requirements it is necessary that this test pro-
gram, including analysis and final report, be completed
Solaron is anxious to work closely with Bry-Air in the planning and
execution of this test program. Please call on us at anytime there is a
question or need for assistance.
1?
..
..^,.^........,..^....
TABLE I
._......._w......._n......^..,,^.._..
;'
Note 1 Note 2 3_Note
hest ct oor	 esign` ndoar es qn House Load, 6^ r.	 . ercent a 2marxs
°FDB	 °F1d8 oFWB HRH Sensible Latent Total Full Load
A 87	 73 75 50 . ^	 16,615 4,985 21,600 100 .
6 81	 69 75 50 8,308 2,493 10,800 50
C 78	 67 75 50 4,154 1,24& 5,400 25
D 89	 75 75 50 19,390 5,817	 ^^ 25,207 116.7
,,
E 91	 78 75 50 22,148 6,645 28,793 133.3	 -
F 96	 81 75 50 29,076 8,724 37,800 175
,:
Note 1: If for any set the indoor design conditions cannot be maintained, record the
...
best condition	 '
of range of conditions that can be maintained. j
Note 2: Sensible load X 1.3 =total load per ASHRJ4E Handbook. of Fundamentals, 1972, Chapter 22, Part	 j
III, pages 440-443. Then latent load = Total - Sensible load. V
Note 3: ''^:'.?	 (1000 load is based on Akron, Ohio 2^9^ Summer Design/ASHRAE. Test Set A is based on	 ^
tr,is condition. ^
i
•
^.
^	 ;
,.
,^	 ,". . '	 'u^ays.WM<^wr6d^o5e4Fra^b5^^aewe+i^4i+1i:.a^Y^
	 .F{y'1i^44eL.r NOk4a}1 ..^YYfl4b5 ..i^:lkm" w°S^^x»'ua5wwu-,	 ..
FSolaron Corporation
300 Galleria Tower
720 South Colorado boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80222
October 31, 1977
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cooling and domestic hot water. The systems analyzed were of three
`
	
	 types,- ( 1) A paral l el system where thc^ ^.^1 ar syster^ i s the primary
hp^ating system and the heat pump is .used i;i a conventional fashion
(all outdoor air-as a heat source) a^ tfie auxiliary heat source;
{2) A dual source system. where the solar - system again .is the
primary heating system but when there is a need for auxiliary heat,
the heat pump can extract heat either from the solar system or
outdoor air, whichever is warmer; and, (3) An off-peak cooling
k'
system, which in the heating mode is the same as the parallel
,^
system but during cooling operation has the ability to store cool- 	 }
ing in a water tank to be used the next day, thus avoiding usage of 	 _
on-peak electric power.
B.	 System Descriptions
The first system simulated was the parallel system, a schematic of
which is shown in Figure 1. Space heating operation of this system
is as follows: {a) When solar energy is available and there is a
call for heat by the ►rooms, the system passes air through the solar
collectors, through an open MD1 and MD2, through the Feat pump
indoor unit (blower in unit is on) and into the heated space.
Return air from the space passes through the filter and two back
draft dampers (BD1, BD2) and back to the inlet of the collector.
(b) When the space heating requir^.^^nt is satisfied or when there
is a call for second stage (auxili^:^,•y) heat, and solar is avail-
able, the solar system will switch to storing heat. Hot air from
the collector will be directed through an open M01 into the top of
the pebble bed (MD2 is closed). Cool air from the bottom of the
pebble bed passes through BD2 (601 is closed) and into the collector.
20
Figure l - Parallel system schematic.
d
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In both modes (a) and (b), water is passed through the domestic
water coil to extract some of the heat coming from the collector.
(c) When no solar is available, and there is a call for first
stage heat by the rooms, hot air is drawn from the tap of the
pebble bed through an open MD2 (MD1 and the solar blower are off),
	 -
through the heat pump ind^,or unit, and into the rooms. Cool air
from the rooms is passed through the filter and 8D1 (602 is closed)
and returns to the cool end of the pebble bed. (d) When there is
no heat left in the pebble bed and no solar is available, or when-
ever there is a call for second stage heat by the room thermostat,
the heat pump compressor comes on and the heat pump supplies heat
using outdoor air as the heat source. Under these conditions, t1D3
.motorized damper opens, MD2 closes and return air is fed directly
to the heat pump.
Space cooling (summertime operation) is as follows: (a) When
there is a call for cooling, return air is drawn from the rooms
through bypass damper F1D3 and is cooled by the heat pump. The cool
air is then supplied to the house. (b) In order to avoid in-
creasing the cooling load unduly via pebble bed losses by storing
heat in the bed all summer, manual dampers D-1 and D-2 are reversed
(D-1 is closed and 0-2 is opened) so that the pebble bed is not
heated and solar heated air is used only to heat domestic water.
Figure 2 is a schematic of the second system simulated, called the
dual source system. In this system, the heating modes are more
complex and are as follows (a) When there is solar available and
.a call for first stage heat, the system wil] heat directly from the
collector. fihe solar blower will be on, dampers MO1, MO2, MD4, 60-
._1 and 8D-2 wil] be open .(all others closed) and the heat pump
blower will be on. fib) If the solar heated air is not warm enough
to meet the load directly, then the solar heated air will be fed to
the heat pua~p evaporator secti on and the heat pump .will draw from
this air stream. All blowers will be running, dampers MD1, MD2,	 f
M03, tA05, BD- 1. zD-2 will be open, with all others closed. If this
^;.
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Figure 2 - Qua1-source system schematic.
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air happens to be too warm for the evaporator's direct use, then
dampers MD2, MD5 and MD7 will modulate to mix outd^aor air with the
solar heated air. (c) When the space is satisfied the system will
store heat. System operation will be identical to the operation of
the parallel system under these conditions. (d) When heat is
requirt^d during periods of no solar, the system attempts to heat
from storage. The heat pump condenser fan will be on and dampers
MD2, MD4 and 60-1 will be open with all others closed. (e) If
storage is too cool for direct space heating, the system will
switch to solar assisting operation ►vhere air from the pebble bed
wilt be supplied to the evaporator section, and the heat pump will
supply heat to the load. This type operation will continue as long
as there's a call for heat and until either the storage is cooler
than outside or until the storage falls to the minimum allowable
bed temperature. This temperature in one set of simulations ►gas
set at 15°C while in the second set the bed temperature limit was
2°C. Dampers MD2, M03. MD5 and BD-1 will be open (all others
closed) while the heat pump blower and compressor will be operating.
(f) When the storage falls to the bed temperature limit or when-
ever the outdoor air is warmer than storage, the heat pump will use
all outdoor air as the heat source. MD3, M05, M06 and MD7 will be
open. Cooling operation of the dual sor;ti•^e system is conventional
in that outdoor air is always the heat .ink. Whenever there is a
tall for cooling, F103, MOS, MD6 and M07 will open, and the heat
pump will extract heat from the rooms and dump it into the outdoor
air. As in the parallel system, the solar system will heat domestic
water in the pebble bed bypass mode.
The third system that was simulated is a system capable of storing
cooling during off-beak power periods. This system is shown
schematically in Figure 3. In all heating nbdas the system operates
identically to the parallel ^.ystem, with dampers MD4 and t4D5 being
open and closed, respectively. Cooling operation of this system
features the off-peak storage feature and is as follows: (a) When
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RETURN AIR
there is a call for first stage cooliny, return air passes through
P1U3 and is cooled by the air/water heat exchanger. This cool air
is then fed back to the room by the heat pwnp fan through h1D4. (b)
If there is a further call for cooling, the heat pu:^ep compressor is
energized with air flow the same as above. Ir. both modes the water
pump is taking gold water from the bottom of the lank and supplying
it to the water loop of the air/water heat exchanger. (c) At
night, during presumably inexpensive rate periods, the heat pump is
energized to begin the cold storage cycle. Cold air is passed
F
through the room bypass MD5 and through P1D3 where it cools the
water passing through the air/water heat exchanger. The water
passes from the top of the tank through the coil whera it is
cooled and back to the bottom of the tank. This operation con-
:	 tinues until either the tank reaches a low limit of 4°C or until
the off peak rates and (morning).
C.	 Simulation Results
The three combined solar heat pump systems previously discussed
were modelled on a digital cou+, ,uter using TRNSYS, a solar simula-
tion model developed by the University of Wisconsin. All simula-
tions were performed on the same size residence located in New
York, New York. The simulations were run at three collector areas
of 29, 58 and 87 square meters. Also runs were made of systems
with no solar in order to evaluate the energy savings of the heat
pump alone.
One important factor in evaluating system performance ^is the por-
tion of the total annual heating and d^^mestic water heating load
carried directly by the solar system, or the percent solar. The
percent solar for all the systems are shown as a function of col-
lector area in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7. ,.s can be seen from the
plots, the systems which do not supply arty solar treat to the heat
pump evaporator (parallel and off-peak) also supply a greater
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portion of the load directly by solar, an expected result. Also
the dual source system with a bed temperature limit of 15 oC supply's
slightly more of the load directly by solar than its 2°C counter-
part for the same reasons.
s	
Figure 8 is a plot of the heat pump coefficient of performance,
COP, versus collector area for the various systems studied. As is
evident from the plot when examining the COP of the heat pumps at
zero collector area (heat pump only), the heat pumps used in the
various systems have inherently different COP's, the parallel
system heat pump 'ring the more efficient than the dual source
system heat pump. This is explained by noting that in the dual
source system, since the evaporator section (for heating) is now
located indoors and connected to ductwork, rather than outdoors and
free standing, a slightly more powerful fan will be needed in the
outdoor unit and hence the heat pump will have an inherently lower
COP. The heat pump used in the off peak cooling system required a
slightly larger indoor fan to overcome the extra resistance due to
the extra air/water heat exchanger, and hence that heat pump also
had an inherently lower COP.
Examining the slope of the heat pump COP curves in Figure 8 one
sees the expected increase in COP of the dual source heat pumps as
a function of collector area. Examination of the parallel system
heat pump COP shows a slight increase at small collector areas
before the gradual decline at large collector areas. This can be
explained by noting that for the particular year of New York weather
data examined, cold weather was also associated with clear aieather
and therefore the solar system supplied heat when the heat pump at
zero collector area was operating at a low COP. At larger collector
areas the solar system carried all the load in the mild months in
spring and fall, and thus the heat pumps average COP began to
decline due to it running only during the colder months of winter.
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Tlie net effects of higher percent solars for the parallel and off-
peak systems coupled with their lower heat pump COP's versus the
dual source systems are shown in Figres 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows
the electric power consumption by the various systems for space
heating. The electric power consumption includes the power to run
all the fans and the compressor in all the systems. As can be seen
from the plots the parallel system uses the least amount of elec-
tric power for space heating at all collector areas. This result
is also evident in Figure 10 where the parallel system has the
highest system space heating COP.
The annual performance of the various systems in their respective
cooling modes are shown in Figures 11 and 12. In Figure 11 the
electrical energy consumed for space cooling is shown. Note that
the parallel system uses the least power for cooling, due to the
heat pump having the highest inherent COP. The off-peak system
uses the most power due to the heat pump fan running much more
often, first to store the cooling in the water tank and then to
extract it from the tank the next day. Alsu all the space cooling
loads increase as a function of collector area, due to greater heat
losses from the pebble bed (in the spring and the fall) and the
solar domestic water preheat tank (losses which occur the year
round).
The results of all the simulations are summarized in Figures 13 -
16. As is evident in comparing the Figures the parallel system
consumes the least amount of power for heating, cooling and domes- 	 ,
tic hot water, and hence has the highest total system COP.
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II. .Desiccant System Simulations
A. Intv^aduction
Several combined Solaron solar air heating an:^ sol^^r /desiccant
cooling systems were analyzed on a digital co^»puter. A]1 hese	 y
systems use a ilica gel desiccant wheel as a means of dehumidi-
fication nconjunctionarith a sensible - heat exchanger and evap-
oratve cooler- to provide tensible and latent cooling for the
house. The desiccant wheel is regenerated by solar and/or aux-
diary heat. In all, four variations of olar augmented silica gel
desiccant cooling cycles were examined. These cycles include the
'two. basic solar: -MEC cycles, the ventilation and recirculation
cycle, and two mvdificai: ons to the recirculation cycle.
The four cycles discussed above were modelled for the cooling
t	 season only for thesame house as used in the heat pump simulations.
^	 for the New York location. The results of these simulations are
given n _ the appendix. From these simulations the recirculation
cycle desiccant system was chosen as the cycle with the best over-
all cycle COP and least amount of equipment.
B. System Operation
Figure 17 shows the desiccant recirculation cycle, option 1, inte-
grated into the Solaron system. The system's heating operation is
as follows: (a) When solar is available and there is a call for
heat in the rooms, air is circulated through damper MD1-A, MD2- A,
and MD6 into the rooms. Return air passes through MD4, BD-1 and
BD-2 and back to the collectors. (b) When there is no longer a
requirement for heat in the rooms the system will switch to storing
heat. in this mode MD2 switches, binr.l;ing flow to the rooms and
instead diverting flow to the top of • ^;oray^ • Cool air from the
bottom of storage passes through BD-^ and re^^^rns to the collector.
(c) When heat is required and no solar is available, the system
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will heat from storage. ]n this mode hot air from the top of
storage is drawn through MD1-Q, t•1D2-13, t •iD6, and dcl ivered to the
space. Return air flaws thro^.: ,;h f.'", BD-1 and into the bottom of
storu_^e.
	
(d)	 If th{ : •Dorn ^	 `ing •:quires,-	 .are not ^^atisfied,
or i f the storage i s ^:^pl e te;,::. the .yste^^r ^^r i 11 bring or. '.}^? auxi 1-
iary heater with flow being the samF^ as in the heating p rom storage
mode.
Cooling operation of the Solaron recirculation, Cption 1, desic-
cant system is as follows: (a) If there is a call for cooling by
the rooms and solar is available, return air from the rooms is
drawn by AH-3 and blown through the desiccant ^•^heel, ^•rhere it is
dried and heated. This hot ^!^^y a:•' is then sensibly and evapora-
tively cooled. This cool a;r • then ;asses through MD-5 and returns
to the house. On the reg^^neration ^.de, outside air passes through 	 ,
MD-7, through the filter and then to the evaporative cooler. The
evaporatively cooled air is then heated by the sensible heat exchanger,
passes through GD-3, BD-1 and CD-2 and enters the collector. Ftot
air •
 from the collector passes through t•1D1-A, t•1D2-B and through the
auxiliary heater. The auxiliary heater adds heat to the air, if
r	 required, after which the air passes through the desiccant ti•^heel,
removing moisture from it, and is exhausted. 	 (b) If no solar is
available and there is a call for cooling, return air passes through
AFI-3 as in (a). Regenerative outside air passes through the evapora-
tive cooler and sensible heat exchanger as before, but then enters
^	 the cool end of the pebble bed. Hot air from tt^e top of the pebble
hed passes through t•iDl-B, tfrr •ough MD2-B and through the auxi 1 iary
heater. Tfic auxiliary heater again adds heat if required, after
I)	 which the hot air is used to regenerate the desiccant ►•rheel and is
exhausted.	 (c) When solar• is available and no cooling is required
the system will store heat in the pebble hed. This mode is the
l	 same in the summer as it is in the winter.
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EC.	 Simulation Results
The desiccant recirculation cycle systems ^^rere modelled using the
same house load and New York data as were used in the heat pump
r
	
modelling. The desiccant system tvas modelled at three different
collector areas of 25, 50 and 75 square meters, and the simulations
..	 ^	 were performed using TRNSYS.
k
Figure 18 is a graph of the percent of the space heating and
domestic water heating loads carried by solar. .Note that the per-
cent solar for space heating,.water heating and combined space and
.domestic water heating of the desiccant system have the same general
shape and values as do the parallel heat pump percent solar;.
However, careful comparison shows them to be about 7 to 103 higher.
These differences can be explained by noting that in the heat pump
simulations the percent solar was calculated using the heat delivered
by the system as the value of the denominator and the portion
supplied by solar (collector and storage) in the numerator. In
the desiccant simulations, the percent solar was calculated using
the total heating load as the denominator and the portion supplied
by solar plus the heat storage losses to the load in the numerator.
The second ratio is inherently higher than the first.
Regardless of how the percent solar is calculated, the parallel
heat pump simulations should supply approximately the same amount
of auxiliary heat for space heating as does the desiccant system.
Examination of Figure 19 shows this to be true. The parallel heat
pump system supplies slightly more auxiliary heat due to this
system not continuing to extract heat from the pebble bed when the
room requires second stage heating as the desiccant system does.
Figure 20 demonstrates the benefits of using the heat pump as the
back-up heating source. As can be seen from the plot, the COP of
2 for the heat pump saves a large aiTrount of electrical energy for
heating on an annual basis.
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Figure 21 is a plot of the desiccant systc^n percent of the tot^rl
annual cooling load carrii^d by sula^ and thA recirculation cycle
*
COP for sensible heat exci ►anyer effectivities of 85 and 90%. As
is evident from the plot a system desiyned to carry 60-l0>; of total
annual space and domestic ^^^ater heating loac; by solar carries about
90^ of the cooling load. Also evident is the benefit of ti ►e more
effective (but more costly) sensihle heat exchanger as both the
percent solar and the cycle COP increase with t`te increased effec-
tivity.
The total electrical energy consumed by the solar-desiccant cooling
system is given in Figure 2?_. As is evident in the plot, th? 90X
effective sensible heat exchanger reduces the amount of energy
needed fur auxili^^ry and for fan po^^^rer, the latter due to the more
effective heat exchanger causing more cooling delivered per cfm and
therefore shorter operating tirr ►es.
Figure 23 shows a second cooliny COP, the system cooling COP,
versus collector area. The systeri cooliny COP is defined as the
cooling delivered divided by the total electrical energy input to
the system, which includes the' auxiliary heater and the fan po ►rer.
As can be seen from the plot this system CO? shoti^rs the expected
rise as collector area incre.:ses, due to the auxiliary heater input
decreasing.
In Figure 2^1 the
desiccant system
power consumed b;
can be seen from
for cooling than
total electric power consumed for coaling for the
is repeated from Figure 22. Also shc.^n is the
^ the parallel heat pump system for cooling. As
the plot, the heat pump system uses less electricity
do the solar desiccant systems.
* Cycle COP is defined as the useful coo?ing delivered divicf^d by the
heat input (solar plus auxiliary) to the recirc. cycle.
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I
t ; r.a I ly, F i clurE^s 25 and 26 are plots o f sev^!r^+l c, f • tlr^r unr • t i Harr t
en^rg_y quantities in the t ►•^o desiccant systems.	 H: c:^!r ire s^•en
Irorn the Blot, the more effective h•^t oxch^^ncJnr in the desir.c,^nt
system has only a sn!^+Il effect on o •: •all poarr'r con^,u!nirtion, due to
the majority of the po^aer consumed
	
the dr ,ir,cant syst^ •used
for heating. Also eviclent from th,	 lot is the signific ^r^tly to ►•per
power consumption by the heat pump ;.,rall^^l system, due mainly to
the heat pump's energy saving for heating, but also the result of
the slight enemy Savings for cooling.
^	 III. Discussion
The results of the simulations sho ►r that for the particular climate
and sysien!s i Hues t i ;.+ ted thE^ par411 ^l heat pump sys kerns reduces the
overall consumption of electrical energy mire than an_y of the other
systems. The parallel system consumes less power for heating and
for cooling than do any of the other heat pump systems or the
desiccant system.
The performance of the desiccant systems in the cooling mode is
so^,.c^:hat disappointing.	 Due to the lo ►v recirculation cycle COP the
desiccant ;^stenrs ►•,hen s ►•^itchecf to auxiliary cooling cons^mE,^l l t^
10 ti^^es as much po ►•^er per unit of cooling delivered as do the h?::t.
pump systems.
The possible methods of improving the overall performance of the
desiccant systems lie mainly in the improvement of the cycle COP.
The cycle COP can be unproved several ► •gays. One area of potential
improvement lies in the control of the desiccant cycle. The con-
trol system employed is one originally developed by tlelson <rt fire
University of 4Jisconsin for the control of the ventilation desicc^^nt
cycle in a J•liami simulation.	 This control is quite simple and for
the f•liami si^^^ulations have cycle COP's for the vent cycle of 0.7 to
0.8, fora sensible heat exchanger effectivity of 90`.. Development
of a better control system of the New York situation is quite an
intricate task which could taf;e several rnontirs of analytical and
experimental ►^rork.
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A second area of improver,^ent would be im;^rovement of the individual
component performances in the cycle. Of primary importance here
^vould be improving the sensible heat e^:changer p^rformance. The
difference in performance between the 85% effective and the 90°^
effective treat exchanger desiccant syste;»s indicate that this small
change in this component's perFormance results in a relatively
large change in system performance. Another important improvement
would be better desiccant wheel performance. Improvement in this
area would probably not lead to as large of a change irr system
performance, however.
It is quite apparent that the heat pump system will save signi-
ficant amount; of energy for h^atirg over the re^ist^nce b^^cku^
system used in the desiccant systems. It also appears upon final
examination of all the available simulation results that ti^ere is
no assurance that the proposed solar desiccant system t•lill save
fossil fuel as a cooling system over the parallel heat pump system.
More development work on the desiccant systems (both analytical and
experimental) is needed be Fore the ability can he determined of
improved designs of these systems to save fossil fuel.
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Notes: (Qy Solaron)
1. Computer Simulation for this study is based on hourly weather
data for New York City, New York from 1 July tFrrough 22 Sept. 1957.
Total year data is available from 1 July 1957 through 30 June 1958.
2. Psychrometric cycles have been added to correspond with the various
system schematics (Figures 3, 5, 7 b 9).
3. Fiyure 21 added to show integration of solar heating and cooling
systems.
4. Figures and numbers on the figures themselves have been added/
revised (Figures 1 tir^^ough 21), but reference numbers have not been
changed in the text written by the University of 4iiscorrsin.
5. A descriptive narrative has been added for figures 1 through 21,
and Tables 1 & 2.
6. The COP line of Figure 16 is now plotted correctly. As presented
at the TR/QRM meeting of 27 June 1957 tfre COP line ti^as erroneously
plotted against the wrong scale. The tabular data is correct.
7. Coefficient of performance (COP) as shown and used in these figures
is based on the total energy input to tli^ desiccant cycle, in-
cluding both conventional and collected solar heat and is equal to
total cycle cooling output divided by total feat input to the
cycle. This parameter is useful in a comparative evaluation of the
various cycles.
For evaluating systems relative to conventional eneryy usage, the
CUP should be evaluated as total system output divic:ed by conven-
tional energy input only. These values of COP will be generated in
future analyses.
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U(:SfR1PTI0M OF SYSTih1S 	 •
The general arranJernent of tine open cycle, desiccant cooling systern
using sol^ir energy sinr^lated in these studies is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The solar energy collection systern is a Solaron systern and the
space heating load is that of the HUD ^IAD cluster for flew York City, Plew
York.
The solar CIPS1CCdnt systern is built up of available components in four
co^^figu ►^ations. These are shown schematically in Figures 2-5. The control
St.r-rtPny i s thA same a S that used by J . (;. Plel son i n hi s thesis for the
Plia!ni simulations.
i'relinrinary calculations were done with f-chart to determine f •eason-
able sizes for the collector. It ►vas found that 50 m 2 of collector allowed
X40-^ of the sp^^cN heating load to be met, 100 m 2 !net 60:x, and 135 m 2 met 70%^.
SYSTEi-1 PARAidFTFRS
The major parameter values used for all system simulations ar-e given
helc;^.
Collector
F'	 = 0.781
UL = 0.85 Btu/hr ft?F
n = 0.95
T = 0.815
Ta = 0.753
Rock Eed
L=6ft
11 = 0.125 AC
a
i
G2
frock Becl, cont'd.
U = O.OFs32 Btu/h: • ft2F
k = 0.02?. Btu/hr ft F
C r - 0.?2 Btu/lh F
pr = 95 lb/ft3
Domestic Hot Water System
Heat Exchangers: UA = 440 Btu/hr F
Tank:	 V = BO gallons
U = 0.1 Btu/hr ft2F
Water Flow Rate: Scheduled over period 6 AID to 7 P^•1
Total flow is 667 lb/day
Desiccant Systems	 ^ ^
Dehumidifier: Area/Vol = 1028 m2/m3
Flow Length - 0.0381 m
Total Frontal Area = 1.56 m?
Void Fraction = 0.4
I
Rotational Speed = 1.023x10 -3 rev/sec:
Ii
Conductance = 121 w/m2 K	 {
Friction Factor = 0.9
Desiccant Mass/Air Mass = 1607
Sensible Heat Regenerator:
'	 Effectiveness = 0.90	
i
Evaporative Coolers
Maximum Effectiveness = 0.90
Indirect Evaporative Cooler Effectiveness = 0.95 	 ^
G3
House Load
Ncw York City ^^leather for July 1 to September 22, 1955
House UA = 1700 kJ/hr•C
Thermostat Setting = 23.8C
Humidistat Setting = 0.009 Kg/Kg
Sensible Load = 2.0x10 6 W-lir
Latent Load = 1.2x10 6 41-hr
(The loads were found to be constant for all systems simulated.)
RESULTS
Three sets of simulaticns were performed as follows:
Set A: Ventilation mode, recirculation mode 1 and recirculation
mode 3 for a constant air flow rate per unit collector area
of 2 cfm/ft 2 and for variable collector area.
Set B: All four modes fora constant mass flow rate of 1540 cfm
and variable collector area.
Set C: All four modes fora constant collector area and variable
flow rate.
The results for Set A are given in Table 1 and presented graphically
in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Note that there are no entries for the water con-
sumption. A programming error occurred, and the previous values reported
are wrong. The coefficient of performance is the total load met divided
by the sum of the solar and auxiliary energy supplied.
The results for Sets B and C are given in Table 2 and shown in Figures
9, 10, 11, and 12. The results are grouped by mode to show the influence
of area anti flow rate on each mode. For the recirculation mode, option 3,
the water flow rate does not include that used in the indirect evaporative
cooler. The amount of water used was not calculated as the evaporative
cooler was assumed to have a constant 95^ effectiveness.
G4
CUNCI 11SI0^JS
The follo^.^iny are conclusions th^^t can he dra^•m from this study.
1. The results from Set A show tF^at the flot•^ rate through the machine
and load is important. Either too large or too small a flow rate requires
additional auxiliary energy. For •large collector areas, it is better to
reduce collector performance by lowering flow rate than to maintain a de-
sign value of flow per unit collector area.
2. The results from Set Q and C show th^^t the solar system can provide
essentially all of thz energy required. The collector area required for 90^
solar depends on mo p e as follows:
Ac(m2)
Ventilation	 60
Recirculation, Option 1	 55
kecirculation, Option 2	 40
Recirculation, Option 3	 40
The implication is that for these collector areas and larger, the
systems will probably operate satisfactorily with no auxiliary and acceptable
diurnal changes in room temperature.
3. The coefficients of performance are somewhat lower than expected,
and show a decrease t•^ith increased area. This is due, in part, to the
available solar temperature being much greater than needed much of the time.
'	 Thus, solar energy is not effectively used. Improved control could alleviate
this situation.
4. The water useage for all modes is comparable. The average useage
is about 50 kg/day, or 10-15 gal/day.
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5. ihe, hours of operation rlc^crc^,>>e with increased area. the machine
is ope ► • ating six hours per d^^y on the average. However, some days it is on
more than 12 hours, and others on as little as one hour, depending on the
►reather for that day.
6. The results of Set C show th^^` : generally, the lowest flo ►r rate
yields the best performance. Tfre ventilation mode is the most sensitive
to flo^ri rate. Option 3 show, a slight decrease in auxiliary with increased
flo^.r.
7. Tlie pressure drops through the dehumidifier and regenerators are
about 0.1 and 0.01 inches water, respectively, per side. The overall pressure
drop tlrr• ough a desiccant system arith one dehumidifier and one regenerator at
1540 cfm is then about 0.34 inches water. For 400 hours of operation the
fan power would be about 24,000 w-hr, or about O.i3" of the load.
F3. The control strategy needs consider^^ble further research before
an optimu;n design is obtained. The strate9Y employed is that used in Nelson's
thesis for Miami, and is obviously not satisfactory for a climate like Ne ►r
York. An actual system could undoubtably be made to operate better using
an improved control ;trateyy.
(i fi
PiARRATIVE [)ESCRIPTIO^i OF FIGURES
Fin. 1
	
This figure is a scl •^ematic of a Solar-an h^sting system
integrated with any of the pruposed desiccant air conditioning
systems. The basic rrod2s of operation of the sysi_em allow the
desiccant system to be reyenerated directly from the collector or
from the stored heat in the pebble bid. The system can also store
heat from the collector in the pebble bE^d, for periods when there
is solar collector heat available and there is no simultaneous need
for cooling.
Fig's• 2 throw h 9 This group of figures shows the variety of solar
assisted estccant coolitty system modes presently under study and
development by Solaron Co ►•poration. Each node is described by a
system flew schematic. (Fig's. 2, ^, 6 R B) followed by a correspond-
iny psychromairi^ cycle c:i^+gram (Fi!I's. 3, 5, 7 ^ cJ).
Firm's. 2 R 3	 Vent Cycle - This proposed cycle is called a vent cycle,
duE to its use of 100b fresh air. Referring to the system flow
diagram and psychrometric chart, ambient air at state 1 is drawn
through a desiccant wheel, where it is dried and heated to state 2.
The air then is cooled by a sensible air-to-air heat exchanger to
state 3 followed by cvapc,rative coolir;g to state h, where it
enters the room. Return air from the room (state 5) is first
evaporatively cooled i:.^ 6 acrd Llten is heated by the sensible heat
exchange process to state 7. At this point it is further heated by
the solar system (either by the collector or storaye, Fig. 1) and
an auxiliary heater if needed, to state 8. This hot air then
regenerates the desiccant wheel and is discharged to the atmosphere
a t state 9.
Fiy's. 4 & 5	 Recirculation Cycle, Option 1 - Ttris is one of three
pr000:,ed recirculation cycles. Recirculation in this case refers
to •:he room air stream flowing in a closed loop, while a second
open loop air stream is used for regeneration. keferring to the
room air loop first, return air at 6 is drawn through a desiccant
wheel where it is dried and heated to 7; the hot dry air at state
7 is then sE^nsihly cooled to state ^ and evaporatively cooled to
state 9 where it re-enters the rooms. The,re,enerat:ion cycle
'	 consists of ambient air at state 1 which is evaporatively cod ed
(state 2) and then sensibly heated (state 3). Air at state point
3 is then heated by the solar system and/or auxiliary (if required)
•	 ^o state 4; this air then is used to regenerate the desiccant wheel
and is then discharged to atmosphere at state 5.
fi 7
1
1
F i^'s._E^_ r', / 	 F;crcirculalinn Cycle, option ? - In this cycle a slight
ch:,r^^ryis mad ^ tir the system in option 1 in an attr_;.rnt ro incre^^se
t.hcr overall CUP.	 Return air at state 5 i5 dried to stai;^ 6 and
sensibly cooled as bc^fur,^, ho^,vever Gt st-te 7 tho ^,ir is sensibly
cooled further by an indirect evapor,^tivr^ cooler, 4rhich allows
state B to closely approach t	 out^:,^or uet bull: te^rVrF^.^^c•.:re.
	
Air
at state B is ti^en evap^rativ^:ly cooled to 9 where it er.`^rs the
room. M,^ient air used in the regenerative loop actually takes two
paths. A relatively large flow is used in the indirect e•raporative
cooler to provide cooling to the room air stream, ►chile an addi-
_	 tional amount of air• equal in flow to the room air- rate i;, directed
_	
inter the sensible heat exchanger. lhis air is heated to the same
temperature at state 2 as was the air at state 3 of option 1, but
since it leas not been evaporatively cooled in t;ris cycle it is at a
lower humidity. This allows the air at state 3 of this cycle to be
at a lower temperature and still achieve the rec{uired regeneration
a f the ^:^he^ i .
f_i^C's_R & 9
	
Recirculation Cycle, option 3 -This cycle is exactly the
same as option 1 orr the room side, but is si,nificantly different
on the regeneration side. Specifically, ambient air enters at two
different points in tire rege ►^erai:iorr process. Ore ambient air
stream is evaporat.i^ely cooled from state 1 to 2 and then heated
from 2 to 3 by the first sensible heat exclrang2r. Ambient air at
state 1 also enters a second sensible heat exchanger and is heated
to state 4; this air is thin furtr,Pr heated by the solar system
and/or auxiliary to state 5. This air them reyeneratES th;^ wheel
and leaves at state G r^here it enters the second sensible heat ex-
chan^{E^r, is cooled and is discharged at state 7.
Table s 1 P. 2	 The results of the three s^ts of Simulations (Sets A,
E3 E C^ are presented in tabular form in these Tables. Table 1
gives the results of Set A, and Table 2 gives the results of Sets
Q & C .
Fit's. 10 through 20	 present graphically the prelir^rinary results of
a computerized cycle simulation program at the University of lJiscon-
sin. This particular study was run on a specific house in li^w York
City, N.Y. using hourly weather data recorded in tine period of 1
Ju]y through ^? September 1951. In this vray comparison of var•^ious
cycle parameters for• tiro r^;odes and system cycles is directly related
to the same set of operating conditions and loads. The {^ararn^^ters
analyzed in this st.ucly are COP, hours of system o;^^r^ation, ti^ater
consumption, and auxiliary energy usage, all tota^.'^:ed over the
entire period of the study, 1 July through 22 Sep: :;+ber•.
Fi s. 10, 11 b 12
	 present the above data (Set A) for :. standard
normal air flow rate of 2 SCFM/ft. 2 (21.5'1 SCFt"!nreter 2 ) of
Collector area, ar.d for • variable coil<^ctor area.
GS
ti
F_ic!'s_13,_15, 17 ^ 19 	 presont the af^ove data (Set B) fora constant
air flow rate of 1540 SCftd and a variable collector area fro,n 25 to
75 square meters.
Fit s• l it, 1G, 1^3 R 20	 present the saur? data (Set C) fora constant
col^cctor aria of^ 55 squ^^re rn?tors and a variable air flow rate
from 12G0 to 1630 SCFhi.
Fi^c. 21	 This is a schematic flora d;ayram fo ►•
 an inte,rated solar
heating and cooling system with additional provision for domestic
hot water. The cooling portion of this system is Solaron desiccant
recirculation cycle, option 1, as shown in Fig's. 2 & 3.
COP - Coefficient of Performance (COP) as shown and used in these
figures is based on ttre total energy input to ttra desiccant cycle,
including both conventional and collected solar heat and is equal
to *otal c .;cl^ cooling output ^!ividPrl b^ total boat input to the
cycle. This parame;.er is useful irr a cou^parative evuivatron of the
various cycl^.^^.
For evaluating systems relative to conventional energy usage, the
COP should i,E evaluated as total system output divided by conven-
tional energy input only. These values of COP gill ba g?n^r •ated in
future analyses.
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Ventilation htode
•	 Ac Qsolar Auxiliary COP Percent Hours of
ui r^ .^IUF'lJ_hr^ 106tJ- hr^ ___ Sola r oLer^tior^
135 19.78 5.11 0.13 /9 672
100 13.80 1.68 0.21 (^9 G11
75 9.73 0.9G 0.30 91 615
40 4.74 1.51 0.30 76 847
ftecir_culation hlode,_Option 1
Ac Qsolar Auxiliary COP ^ Solar Hours
135 21.12 0.98 0.15 96 440
100 15.06 0.72 0.21 95 444
75 11.?.1 0.73 0.27 94 495
40 5.88 1.90 0.40 76 763
Recircu lation Made, Or tion 3
Ac Qsolar Auxiliary CUP w Solar Flours
135 9.99 0.16 0.33 98 365
100 8.35 0.11 U.33 98 386
75 7.?_5 O.lEt 0.44 98 440
4U 5.15 1.37 0.48 79 728
79
Tnfsl_E 2
res^.irTS rol; srrs f3 nr^l^ c
V^^r'.il^rtio^^	 ^ •!e
n^ rlo ►^	 :	 ; t.e Qsol:rr• Wuxi 1 i. , •y COP
(I•( r ) • __ (cfr^--	 (10 61^,1^r)_ ( iU6bJ-hr)
____
75 1540 10.12 0.45 0.31
5J 154U 8.32 1.36 0.33
4U 1540 6.54 ?.65 0.34
25 1540 3.90 4.^6 0.35
55 1G£i0 8.70 1.81 0.30
55 1400 1.94 0.98 0.36
55 1260 1.52 0.70 0.39
Recircul^rtio n Mo de, Option 1.
n^ Flow Qs^lar nuxiliary CG-'
15 1',;40 11.81 0.54 0.26
55 1540 9.63 1.00 0.30
40 1540 7.70 1.94 0.33
2^ 1540 4.93 4.2.2 0.35
5!, 16£1U 9.70 1.18 0.29
!^^^ 140U 9.37 0.86 0.32
55 12(^^'. 9.01 0.80 0.33
('ercent Hours of k'ater
_solar _ aeration Us ed ^kc^
96 561 3620
86 646 4238
71 743 4759
44 836 5045
83 666 5113
89 637 3353
91 632 2594
h, Solar hours 4fater
96 484 4614
91 526 4668
80 5£14 4110
54 640 4736
8l 520 4748
92 54U 4511
92 559 4520
RO
TA(;lC ?. (COr^T. )
Itec:ir^:ulation F1ode,_Uj^tion	 2
^^ 	 Ac	 Flow Qsolar Auxiliary COf Solar hours Water*
75	 1540 10.39 0.28 0.31 91 371 1776
55	 1540 8.55 0.41 0.37 95 394 1743
40	 1540 7.02 0.64 0.42 92 432 1714
25	 1540 4.77 1.94 0.48 71 483 1629
c•5 1G80 E.95 0. ^0 0.35 ►Jc, 32;b 1750
55 1400 8.30 0.32 0.38 96 405 1737
55 1260 8.30 0.24 0.40 97 423 1750
*Does not include ti•^ater use of	 ir^clirect evaporative cooler.
Recirculation rode, O^tiun 3
Ac Flow Qsolar Auxiliary COP °^, Solar Nours Water
75 1540 1.25 0.17 0.43 98 436 4484
55 1540 6.87 0.26 0.46 96 468 4569
40 1540 6.08 0.66 0.48 90 520 4581
25 1540 4.22 2.?_0 0.49 66 610 4639
55 1680 7.03 0.2U 0.45 97 451 4573
•	 55 1400 6.76 0.2G 0.41 96 486 44y0
55 1?60 6.66 0.21 0.41 96 512 444^i
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•'	 f
• r ^ 	 i
I	 .	 ,
i
OLJFCTIVf=S:
(I'I^1S^^1 COPdTR 1^l.r
 — I'i11S i — .'^?^^r^')
•^	 ^^^ i^-	 ^	 ^^ n, l^	 r•r+	 f i	 ^ ^	 ;, ^!^^	
It T !,fir'
^,	 I^0 D,.^^_!_l"^^	 r! S!.^tr^^c ^!:^.^^STc.^ I^Ef,-II;,(^ ,..^^, CC:,,_^„•.;
Sl'STEI^1, I ,^,CLL'D I f JG 11UI^EST I C fIOT ,^lfiTER ,
?_ ^	 f RODUCE, UEL I VFR, Ai^ril I i^S -f r'll_L TI'Ifl ['f;0^f OTY^E SYSTEf ^^> i
'.'J SF LECTF^ S I "JGLF F^,f 1 I LY BLS I OF,^;C[.S ,
3,	 f^O^^IT^)[Z ^1f^ID EVlll_L^(1^fE I'ERf-OR^I^,^^^CE OF T^ILSE SYSI - Ef1S O^^l._R
^,z
• f1,!1JOP, TASKS:
1. DEVELOP Afd EFFECTIVE Af^D E. FICIE^^T SOLAf; REGEfJERATED
DES I CAi^1T C ^!_I "I^ SYST^ f'1,
2,	 SELECT SYSTEf^I IIARD ►J1'^(ZE COf^1P0,IEf^1TS TfI^^T ARE COf•1^,ERCIALLY
AVM, I L ABLE OfJ THE OPEi^^ ^iA2!;ET TO I f'JSIIRE A^f A I I_AB I L I T1' AhD
RELIABILITY,
3 ,	 OP1 I f•1 I ZE THE SYSTE^i, I f^!CLUD I ;^+G CUf^!TROL LOGIC, US I iJG
THE "Ti^'^SYS" COPIPUTEIZ SIf1lILA^TIOfJ Pf;OGRAhi, SIIBSCALE
A"JD PP,O^f OTYPE TEST I f'!G ,
^^ ,	 I NTECRATE THE HEAT I P1G A`JD COOL I fJG	 SYSTE^iS, I f^!CLUD I f^G
COf,TI^OI_S, TO RE:ALIIE TNF PEST Ef^FE:CTIVi_fIESS OF	 E^1C1I,
5, PRODUCL^ Af^!D INSTA!_L A SYSTEfI THAT MILL OPE=R^^TE RELIAPLY,
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f,.
	
•'^	 '
	
•.,^ ^...' '	 ^	 , ' ^. i
KEY PROBLEP^1S ADDRESSED ;
1, SELECTION OF PSYC'^ROi'1ETR I C CYCLE TO BE L'SED ,
SELECTED DESICCA;^JT DP,YI^JG /F_V,'^ °ORATIVE C^JOLI^!G
CYCLE USI^!G SILICA GEL AS ~'!E DRYIP^IG AGE^JT
APJD f^Ui`JTERS P^^_DI.A AS THE tVAPORAT I VE 0001_ I ^JG
SURFACE,
2, CYCLE HEAT EXCIIA"JGE,
SELECTED AIR-TO-AIR PLATE TYPE NE^.T EXCHAI^JGER,
3 ,	 SOLAR E"JERG1' I IJPUT TO SYSTE^^1,
SELECTED ST:'I;^JDARD SOLARO;^J AIR NEATI IiG SOLAR
COLLECTORS,
4, SELE%TIO;J OF C`(CLE -VENT, (lOJ^ OUTSI^ F AIR) - VS,-
RECIRC, (100m RECIRCULATIO"J),
SELECT I O"J DEPEI^;DS 0^J LOCAL CL I I^IA^I' I C CO;^D I T I Oi^iS ,
NAVE SELECTED P,EC I RC , CYCLE FOR SITE 1 ^J A!:ROP^, 0!1 I 0 ,
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^ .^
TL=CHi^! I CAL ACCOMPLI SH1iEi^1TS : 	 '
BASED 0"J T.^E ►^JOR^^ DO^JE BY D, J , CLOSF, I , L, P^1cCLA I f`JS—CROSS
,4P:n P , J . B!?f^1KS t i`i ALSTRALI!?, THE !!'! I VEf?S I TY OF 1^J I S^C':S I'J
{SAS DEVELOPED A CO"^1PUTER S I I^L'LAT I OIJ PROGRAf^ FOR A"JALY^ I .'.G
SOLAR/DES I CCA"JT (SILICA—GEL) COOLI °^1G SYS -tEi^lS , T,IE PROGRAM
HAS BEEi^! CROSS—CHECKED AGAI^dST !1CTUAL TEST DATA GE^,E^ATED
BY DR , CLOSE AiJD I S I f^ CLOSE AGREEME^JT , SOLARO;^J I S US I f^JG
THE iJISCOi^1SIf`! SIf^ULATIOi^J PROGR,'1^i L';DER SUB—CONTRACT TO
ASSIST I t! Tf;E DEVELOP^iL-:f^!T OF A SOL^^R/DES I CCAPJT COOL I fVG
SYSTE"I L'hJDER PJASA C0^'^JTRACT, 	 ALSO, SOLAP,O^I I i^J COOPERAT IO;J
'^! I TH BRY—AIR, !^ I LL BE GE''IERAT I i^1G ^^10RE TEST DA -fA Oil TIaE
ACTUAL DESICCANT .^H I CI I ^^J I LL BE USED, A^Ji) Tf { I S DATA ^^! I LL
BE GIVE;^J TO ;JISCU!`;SIf^; TO FURT^IER FI';E TUi^iE ^tHE MODEL,
^^
/ ^ ,'
^,%"^^%^
/ !'.' ^''
^' '^°
r.,^ ^'
,, „
COyCLUSIO"JS ^, REC0^1^^1Ef^^?ATIO°tiS:
^JO^,E AT THIS PO I ^^T-OF-T I PEE I (^^ THE CO^^=^TfZACT ,
^► ^^
r	 ^	 -
^
/	 '; J
^	 ^/^
.. f.!	 yy
^	 ^
i.J /.^/ ^
FUTURE ACTIVITIES;
THE DEVELOP^1E^JT OF A SUCCESSFI!L SOLAR/DES I CCAPJT COOLI P!G
'	 SYSTEi^? LOOKS VERY PRONiI S I :!G , FUTURE EFFORT SHOULD BE D I !?ECTE^J
TO ►rAP,D REDUC I ^!G THE COST OF HARD,'JA^E COi 1P0"1Ei^JTS . CURREi^JTLY
O;;LY LARGE, HEAVY I i!D'JSTR I AL E(^U I Pf1Ei^T I S AVAILABLE Oii THE
MARKET. THIS ECU I PME1JT I S OVER-KILL FOR TFIE RESIDE".T I AL
AhD IYIOST OF THE ^^M^1ERCIAL MA°.CET.
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NARRATIVE hESCRIPT[OV 0r f -
 :URES
fic^. 1	 This figure is a ^chE^n'atic of a	 iron hea . ny system
intcyrated arith any o.^ tfr.^ pr •up^,se^l r'•	 .cant a^i:	 ^ondit^oniny
systems. The basic modes of operatior
	
^ the s; . ^n al I ^^.v the
des i cc.:n t system to be regener •a red di r • r^c tl y from she co i ?c for or
from thu stordd heat in the pebble heel. The system can ^rlso store
heat from the collector in the pebble bed, for periods when there
is solar collector heat available and there is no simu^taneuus neeri
fur cooliny.
Fic1's._ 2 through 9 This group of figures shows the variety of solar
assisted desiccant cooling system modes presently under- study and
development by Solaron Corporation. Each mode is described by a
:ys rem f ' ..^ SCllclld t i c ^ .'i q' ;. ?, n , 6 & fl) fo1 ' ..^^^d try a corr^spuncl-
iny psyc
	 nettle cycle diayram (Fly's. 3, 5, > & 9).
Fig's._2 & 3
	 ;ent Cycle -This proposed cycle is called a vent cycle,
due to it: use of 100" fresh air. Referriny to the system flow
diagram a'
	 psychrnnetric chart, ambient air at state 1 is dral^rn
throuyh a
	 ^siccant wheel, where it is dri-r^J and heated to state 2.
The air th ,^ is cooled l ^ a sensible air-to-air heat dxchanyer to
state 3 fn lowed by evaf^-^rative cooling to state ^4, where it
enters th^^ 'oom. P,eturn air from the room (state 5) is first
evrrpora ti v • ly cooled to '^ and then i s h^a tee by ..he sensible hea t
exchange pr':cess to star, 'l. At this paint it is further heated by
the solar .:stem (dither • ,y the collector or storage, Fiy, l) and
an auxi 1 iar •y heater i f n^rrled, to stater £i. 	 This hot air then
regenerates the desicrant whP^l and is discharyed to thz atmosphere
at state 9.
Fig's._ 4_R 5
	
Recirculation Cycle, Uptio:^ 1 - Tf ► is is one of three
proposed recirculation cycles. Recirculation in this case refers
to the room air stream flowing in a closed loop, t•rhilr- a second
open loop air strewn is use,.'. for reye ►!eration.	 kefE'rring to the
room air loop first, return ^rir at 6 is drawn through a desiccant
wheel where it is dried and heated to 7; thrr hot dry air at state
7 is then sensibly cooled to state g anti evaf)i.ratjvdly cooled to
state 9 where it re-enters the rooms. the rdyeneration cycle
consists ^f ar^hient air at state 1 vmich i : evaf^ rr •atively cooleJ
(state 2) and then sdn;ibl; heated 	 ,.ate 3). Air at state point
3 i s thy • ^ hea L ^ by the Sr ; a r Sys tr
	
-end/or aux i ^ ; ary (i f requ i rc^d )
to sta g :; th y ; air thin '^ used t	 r •egrnerate the ^^Siccant wheel
and i s ti p ^n d i ^charyed Lc. .^ tmc^;pher ^ ^r t s to to 5.
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Fig's. 6_&_7	 Recirculation Cycle, option 2 - In this cycle a slight
change is rude to the system in option 1 in zn attempt to increase
the overall COP. Return air at state 5 is dries+ to state 6 and
sensi:^ly cooled as before, however at state 7 the air is sensibly
cooled further by an indirect ^vaporative cooler-, ti^;hich allows
state 8 to closely approach the outdoor trot hulb temperature. Air
at state ^ is thin evaporatively cooled to 9 where it enters the
room. Ambient air used in the r •eyenerative loop actually takes t ►•;,
paths. A relatively large flow is used in t{^e indirect evaporative
cooler to provide cooling to the room air stream, while an addi-
tional ar;ount of air equal in flow to the room air rate is directed
into the sensible heat exchanger. This air is heated to the same
temperature at state 2 as was the air at state ^ of option 1, but
since it has not been evaporatively cooled in this cycle it is at a
lower humidity. This allows the air at state 3 of this cycle to be
at a lower temperature and still achieve the required regeneration
of the wheel.
Fi gs• 8 R^ 9	 Recirculation Cycle, option 3 - This cycle is ex;rctly the
same as option 1 on the room side, but is significantly different
on the regeneration side. SpeciFically, ambient air enters at two
different points in the regeneration process. One ambient air•
stream is evaporatively cooled from state 1 to 2 and then heated
from 2 to 3 by the first sensible heat exchany^^r. Ambient air at
state 1 also enters a second sensible heat exchanger acrd is heated to
state 4; this air is then further heated by the solar system and/or
auxiliary to state 5. This air then regenerates the Wheel and
leaves at state 6 ^vhere it enters the second sensible heat exchanger,
is cooled and is discharged at state 7.
Fig 's. lO through_17,	 present graphically the preliminary results of a
computerized cycle simulation program at the liniversity of ;;isconsin.
This particular study was run on a specific house in New York City,
N.Y. using hourly weather data recorded in the period of 1 July
through 22 September 1957. In this way comparison of various cycle
parameters Far the modes and system cycles is directly related to
the same set of operating conditions and loads. The parameters
analyzed in this study are COP, hours of system operation, water
consumption, and auxiliary energy usage, all totalized over the
entire period of the study, 1 July through 22 September.
Fib's, 10, 12, 1^1 & 16, present the above data for a constant air flaw
rate of 1540 SCF^4 and a variable collector area from 25 to 75
square meters.
F ig's_ 11, 13, 15 R_ 1 7, present the same data fora constant collector
area of 55 square meters an,i a variable air flo ►r rate from 1260 to
1680 SCFM.
Fick. 18
	
This is a schematic flow diagram for an integrated solar heating
and cooling system with additional provision for domestic hot
water. The cooling portion of this system is Solaron desiccant
'	 recirculation cycle, option 1, as sho^,vn in Fig's. 2 R 3.
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(.OP - Cu p?f f is i ent o f ('er^ hrr^r^ance (COP) as shot•m and use d i n these
fi.,ur •es 'is has^^d on the total energy input to tho desic^ : ^rnt cycle,
irrcludiny bc?th con y;F^ntional and colleci.ed solar heat an^i is equal
to total cycle cool ing out:p^_^t divided by t^tal heat input to the
cycle. This paran,et;.^r is useful in a comparative evaluai:ion of the
various cycles.
Far evaluatin g, syste^+?s relative to c.^nventional ene Y• gy usage, the
COP should be evaluated as total system output divided b;; conven-
tional energy input onl ,/.	 These values of CUP ►•; ill b^ generated in
future analyses.
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1.	 OWNER . , ^ ^ , , ^ AKRON METROPOLITAN II UUS I ^JG AUTIiUR I TY
.	 2,	 LOCATION,.,,ORCHr'1RD PARK, NF AKRON, OHIO
3, LIVING AREA,,,.APPR, 1200 FT,2
4, ROOF ORIENTATION„ ^^FACI^JG DUE SOUTH
SLOPE.,..,,,.,,45°
5. ^ L I MA T I C D F_$LG^CO Np^T^O^S
LATITUDC........................41° O^ 	 ^`^
ELEVATION,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1210 FT, ABOVE SEA LEVEL 	 f
^I_N TER D^S1Gf^:	 j
MEDIAN OF ANNUAL EX-CREMES,,.,,-5°F
972	 DESIGN,,,,,,,,,,,,,,+6°F
COINCIDENT ^r^I ND VELOCITY .. , ^ , ^ ^'^ (PSI = MODERATE,
5O TO 74° EXTREME HCURS ^^ 7 MPH)
DEGREE DAYS,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,6037
^I^J^JH^^t_DES- J; G[v__« zI--DES i^.l` )_:
DESIGN DRY BULFi,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,87°F
DESIGN WET BULB,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,73°F
OUTDOOR DAILY RANGE.,.,,.,,,,,21°F
6. HOUSE DESIGN LOADS
I'^INTER (HEATING)	 SPACE..,,,,,,,,.,28,759 BTU/fIR,
HOT I'IATER,.,,,,., 2,231 BTU/HR.
TOTAL	 30,990 BTU/HR,
SUMMER (COOLING),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,21,600 BTU/HR,
7,	 SOLARON COLLECTORS: 28 ^ 19.5 FT, 2 EA, = 546 FT, 2 TOTAL
SOLAR ANNUAL PERCENT OF HEATING LOAD: 54,4
SOLAR ANNUAL PERCENT OF COOLIIJG LOAD: APPR, 9O^ 	 ^
(BASED ON COLUhIBUS, OHIO SOLAR DATA)
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